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Canopies + Walkways

Make an architectural statement with Kalwall Canopies + Walkways, balancing performance, aesthetics and value. Whether for protection from the elements or as a backlit marquee to enhance a facade, we offer a full range of solutions.

- Aids with visual transitions from interior to exterior by minimizing glare
- Self-cleaning panel properties translate to lower maintenance requirements
- Choose either flat Kalwall or curved Kalcurve panels for design freedom
- Meet life safety codes and achieve high design loads for snow, wind and drift
- Offer windborne debris protection in coastal areas - up to large missile D
- Specify Kalwall panels over supports by others or choose turn key solutions

Please visit KALWALL.COM for all Canopy + Walkway specifications, CAD details, BIM families & performance charts online
Pre-engineered Structures

Pre-engineered structural aluminum canopy systems are available from our strategic partner, StructuresUnlimited, Inc. Visit StructuresUnlimitedInc.com or call 800 225 3895 to learn more about turn key canopy solutions from the footing up.
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Kalwall Corporation is continually engaged in research to improve our products. Therefore, the material in this brochure is descriptive in nature and does not constitute a warranty, either express or implied. Please contact us for a copy of the warranty that is given with the sale of our products.

Kalwall, Kalcurve, Skyroof, and Geo-Roof are registered trademarks. Verti-Kal, Clamp-tite, and Museum-quality Daylighting are trademarks of the Kalwall Corporation. Clearspan is a trademark of Structures Unlimited, Inc.